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this book provides a history and analysis of the academic freedom movements in several countries in europe, asia, africa, and the americas. these examples provide an account of the evolution of these movements, outline how they have been shaped and improved over time, and, most importantly, illustrate how they have affected institutions,
individuals, and societies. one of the key findings of this study is that the academic freedom movement has developed differently in different countries. indeed, the principles of academic freedom are not set in stone, but are influenced by the social, political, and legal context in each of the countries where it emerged. this book demonstrates that
academic freedom, while is a right in its own right, must be interpreted in relation to the specific historical context of a given country. it concludes with an appraisal of the progress made and points to key aspects of academic freedom that can be strengthened further. examination of the rise of the academic freedom movements includes a history of
the origins and present day functions and operations of the movements, the different approaches to academic freedom that have emerged, and the consequent outcome. this is accompanied by an in-depth examination of how these movements have been received and how these, their principles, have been put into practice. a section of the book
focuses on the responses of the academic freedom movement to social, political, legal, and other challenges that are in place and put forward some options to address these, while others consider how the academic freedom movement can be strengthened in the future.
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pakistanis are also being arbitrarily arrested and detained without charge or trial, and in some cases tortured, by the state security apparatus on suspicion of being involved in separatist activities (afmi 1073). some evidence suggests that chinas recent military crackdown in xinjiang has resulted in a spike in arrests of academics and other uighur
activists, while the ongoing muslim civil war in yemen is fomenting unrest and violence at home and abroad. the true nature of the attacks on kashmiri protesters is largely unknown, but similar abuses have been reported. the security forces have also abused prisoners at a federal prison in pakistan, according to a february 2020 report by human

rights watch. the report said such abuse occurred to prevent inmates from regaining their freedom. amnesty international has documented arrests of some 250 academics, journalists, and human rights activists since september 2019 , several of whom are being held in secret detention by the military. the pakistan academy of sciences requires that
applicants for research grants state whether they are indigenous or foreigner (pakistan academy of sciences researcher 15). the academy is known for being unwilling to admit international researchers (pakistan academy of sciences research 15). at the domestic level, many national agencies, such as the higher education commission of pakistan
and the punjab higher education commission, compel researchers to enroll as provincial citizens (pakistan: civil society report). these limitations on academic freedom are often used to justify directives requiring or pushing researchers to enroll in specific sects and ethnic groups (punjab higher education policy). such acts reinforce the institutional

and structural biases that shape domestic policies regarding curricular, academic, and research training, because they highlight, and reinforce, the significance of national and provincial identity. 5ec8ef588b
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